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A major problem that society faces is the need for improve-

ment in education at all levels. Confronted with limited resources

and the burgeoning demands of an expanding student population, Drs.

John J. Allan and J. J. LOgowski are Co- Directing a project with

some of their University of Texas at Austin colleagues to explore

the use of computer-based instructional techniques in undergraduate

education. The four-year project (Project C-BE), funded by the

National Science Foundation and The University of Texas at Austin,

represents a coordinated effort of the faculty of The University

of Texas at Austin. The first year budget is $430,000, with a

four-year budget of almost two million dollars.

The expertise of facu'ity members in various departments

and colleges will be employed to develop and evaluate innovative

computer-based undergraduate curriculum materials to improve the

instructional processes in their respective disciplines. The

project encompasses such subject areas as chemical, civil,

mechanical, petroleum, electrical and aerospace engineering;

chemistry; zoology; physics; psychology; economics; and sociology.

It has been suggested that the key to the individualization

of mass instruction lies within a computer-based environment. This

project is designed to develop efficient methods of implementing

computer-based instructional .;echniques in a wide spectrum of

disciplines, to evaluate the pedagogical and economic impact of

such techniques, and to gather iformation on the factors
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associated with the transferability of the-materials developed to

other educational environments.

Computer-based instructional techAlques are aimed primarily

at assisting the instructor in meeting the growing demands of

large classes being taught more and more sophisticated materials.

This is accomplished by interfacing the student to remedial,

tutorial, laboratory, design, etc, material using information

processing, thus, leading to increased academic cost effectiveness

and quality of instruction. In many subjects, for instance,

there is a body of information that must be learned by the

student, but which requires very little teaching by the instructor.

It is one goal of computer-baed teaching techniques to shift

the onus for learning such material onto the student, thereby

permitting the instructor more time for teaching and ultimately

increasing teaching effectiveness in the classroom.

Computer-based educational methods are intended to extend

and supplement the instructor, not replace him. In some cases,

using a socratic-type environment, a student can interact with

the computer using a television-type console and proceed through

material at his own speed. Under such conditions each student is

essentially engaged on an individual basis with an "instructor"

who is specifically attuned to his background, rate of learning,

and level of interest in the subject. Indeed, each module can
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be the product of one or many minds. Thus, each student in a

large class has an opportunity to interact intimately with the

best minds on the subject -- a situation which does not usually

occur at present. Using such techniques, a form of self-paced

instruction can be created permitting more flexibility in the

present educational system. In'other cases, small computers

will be employed to relieve students of mundane, darigerous or

complex laboratory tasks. It is the goal of an educational

environment.to teach principles, concepts and techniques most

effectively.

It is planned to blend thil-e-st of the traditional

teaching techniques -- drill, practice, and tutorial concepts --

with innovative computer-based methods. The techniques and

materials developed will become an integral part of the normal

curriculum.
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Listed below are the .four (4) objectives of our research as NSF

views the effort..

I. IDENTIFY COMPUTER-BRSLD CONCEPTS THAT ARE COMMON AMONG SEVERAL

DISCIPLINES'

With reference to reactive terminals, computer graphics, or

laboratory 4ta acquisitionidentify what Concepts are common

among_,maveama-disCiplines in either content, approach or

technique. ?

II. 'DEVELOP_ EVALUATION PROCEDURES FOR THIS TYPE' EFFORT

.
Develop procedures for evaluating the pedagogical and economic

effectiveness. and potential of computer-based techniques at the

module, Course, university, and national levels.

III. IDENTIFY THE ELEMENTS. OF TRANSFERABILITY

Identify the elements of the effort that are critical to

transferring successful educational packages, employing these

teChniques7- from one institution to another.

IV. DEVELOP A FISCAL MODEL

Develop a fiscal model so that administrators may view these

techniques from the standpoints of investment, operating expenses

comparative effectiveness.

6



Planning for an undergraduate level computer-based
science education system that will be responsive
to society's needs in the 1970's

by JOHN J. ALLAN, J. J. LAGOWSKI and MARK .T. MULLER

The University of Texas at Austin
Austin, Texas

INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this paper is to discuss the planning of
an undergraduate level computer -bated educatiurial
system for the sciences and engineeri ig that will be
responsive to society's needs during the 1970's. Con-
siderable curriculum development research is taking
place in many institutions for the purpose of increasing
the effectiveness of student learning. Despite the efforts
under way, only limited amount, of course niattex using
computer-based technique:, are available withai the
sciences and engineering.

Planning for a frontal attack to titbit:1,c increased
teaching effectiveness was under" ken by the faculty
of The University of Texas at Ao, a. This paper pre-
sents the essence of these faculty efforts.

An incisive analysis of the state of the art with regard
to the impact of technology on the educational process
is contained in the report. "To Improve Learning" gen-

. crated by the Commission on Instructional Technology
arid publishec: by the U.S. Government Printing Office,
March, 1970) The focus is on the potential use of tech-

. noluby to iulprove learning from pre-s chcx,I to graduate
school. The goals stated in the above report are (1) to
foster, p"..a, and coordinate vast improvements in the
quality ,: education through the application of new
techniques which are feasible in educational technology,
and (2) to monitor and coordinate educational resuurces.

AN OVERVIEW OF COMPUTER-BASED
TEACHING SYSTEMS

Until recently, interest in using machine-augmented
instruction has been centered primarily on research in
the learning processes and/or on the design of hardware
and software.
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Digital computer systems have now been developed
to the point where it is feasible to employ them with
relaticly large groups of students. As a result, defining
the prublems involved in the implementation of com-
puter-based teaching techniques to supplement classical
instructional methods for large classes has become a
must important consideration. Whether the classes are
large ur ou,all, colleges and universities are faced with
prezeriting increasingly sophisticated concepts to con-

uaily -expanding numbers of students. Available teach-
ing facilita,, both human and t,chtlieal, are increasing
at a less rapid rate than the student population. Typi-
cally, the logistic:, of teaching ticienct and engineering
courses hcetunes a mat,.1 of meeting these growing de-
mands by expanding the tau of enrollments in lectures
and laboratory sections.

It is how, apparent that we can In, longer afford the
luxury of employing tuteliers in tam-teaching functions

hether cm the permanent staff or as teaching assist-
ants. Nlay chores such as gradi, g and record keeping
as well as certain remedial or tutorial functions do not
really require the active participation of a teacher, yet
it is the person hired as a teacher who performs these
tanks. Much of this has been said before in various con-
texts, however, it should be possible to solve some of
these problems using computer techniques. In many
subjects, there is a body of information that must be
tectenal by the student but which requires very little
teaching by the instructor. Successful methods must be
found to shift the onus for learning this type of material
onto the student thereby premitting the instructor more
time for teaching. Thus, computer techniques should be
treated as resources to be drawn upon by the instructor
as he deems necessary, much the haitie as he does with
books.

Baskally, th4 application of computer techniques is
supplemental to, rather than' a supplantation of, the
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human teacher. The average instructor w lio has hail
little or no experience with computers may be awed by
the way the subject matter of a good instructional
module can motivate a student. If toe program designer
has been imaginative and has a mastery of both his sub-
jest and the vagaries of programming, the instructional
module will, reflect this. On the other hand, a pedantic
approach to a subject and/or to programming of the
subject will also unfortunately be faithfully reflected in
the module. Thus, just as it is impossible to improve J.
textbook by changing the press used to.print it, a corn-
puter-based instructional system will not generate qua!
ity in a curriculum module. Indeed, /compared with
other media, computer methods can amplify peda-
gogically poor techniques out of proportion.

The application of computer techniques to assist in
teaching or learning can be categorized as follows.

1. Computer Based Instruction (CBI) this con-
notes interactive special purpose programs that
either serve as the sole instructional means for a
course or at least present a module of material.

2. Simulation
a. of experiments

1. that allow "distributions" to be attributed
to model parameters

2. that are hazardous
3. that are top time consuming
4. whose equipment is too expensive
5. whose principles are appropriate to the

student's level of competence, but whose
techniques are too complex

b. for comparison of model results with mea.sure
ments from the corresponding real equip-
ment

3. Data Manipulation (can be interpret, d as cus-
tomarily conceived computation) for

a. time compression/expansionespecially in
the laboratory, as in data acquisition and re-
,: .ction with immediately subsequent "trend"
or "concept" display

L sdvanced analysis in which the computation
i, normally too complex and time consuming

c gra:,liic presentation of concepts possibly
deflections under dynamic loading, molecular
structures, amplitude ratio and phase lead ur
lag, .'. .

4. Computer-Based Examination and Administrative
Chores to accompany selfpaced instruction

SYSTEM DESIGN PHILOSOPHY

Design concepts that foster a synergistic relationship
between a student and a compute -based educational

Amu are based upon the following tenets.

1 The role of the computer in education is solely
that of a tool which can be used by the average
instructor in a manner that (a) is easy to learn,
(b) is easy to control, and (c) supplements in-
structional capability to a degree of efficiency un-
attainable through traditional instructional
methods.

2. Computer-based education, although relatively
new , has progressed past the stage of a research
tool. Pilot and exper' imental programs have been
developed to the point where formal instruction
has been conducted in courses such as physical
and chemistry.'' Despite this, the full potential
of these new techniques has yet to be realized.
Pause systems, that are yet to be designed, must
evolve which will provide sufficient capacity,
speed and flexibility. These systems must be
able to accommodate new teaching methods,
techniques, innovations and 'materials.

Programming languages, terminal devices and
communications should-be so conceived as to not
inhibit pedagogical techniques which have been
successfully developed over the years. The sys-
tem should incorporate new requirements which
have been dictated-through progressive changes
in education and adjust without trauma or
academic turbulence.

3. Initial computer-based instructional systems
should be capable of moderate growth. Their role
will be that of a catalyst to expedite training of
the faculty as well as a vehicle fur early develop-
ment of useful curriculum matter. Usage by
faculty will grow in parallel with evolving plans
fur future systems based upon extensive test
and evaluation of current course matter.

The desg of individual instructional modules to
...uppienelit laboratory instruction in the sciences and
engineering will follow the general elements of the sys-
tems approach which has gained acceptance in curricu-
lar development.' This approach to curriculum design
can generally be described as a method for analyzing
the values, goals, or policies of human endeavor. The
method as applied to computer-assisteu lostruCtion has
been described in detail by Bundersorl

Although there have been several different* descrip-
tions of the systems approach to the design of curricular
materials, two major elements are always present:
course analysis and profiling techniques. Course anal-
ysis consists of

1. a concise statement of the behavioral objectives
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of the course expressed in terms of the subject
matter that is to be learned.

2. the standard that each student must retch in the
course.

'3. the constraints under which the student is ex-
pected to perform (which may involve an evalua-

e tion of his entering skills).

The results of the course analysis lead to an imple-
mentation of the suggested design by incorporating a
curriculum profile ("profile techniques"), which con-
tains

1. function analysis, i.e., the use of analytical
factors for measuring the parameters of a task.
function

2. task analysis,7 i.e., art analysis that identifies in
depth various means or alternat ve cuulses of
action available for achievieg specific results
stated in the function analysis

3. course synthesis, the iterative process for de-
veloping specific learning goals within specific
modules of instructional material.

A general flow diagram which shows the relationship
between the elements in the systems approach to cur-
riculum design appears in Figure 1.

STA/ E ME NL
OT

SENAVIORIAL
osatcrivts

4 PRODUC t ION
OP

MATERIALS

PILOT
TEST

SUSSYSTEM
TEST

Figure 1Systems approach to curriculum &min.

Goals and behavioral objectives

Some of the longer range goals defined should be to
demonstrate quantitatively the increased effectiveness
gained by computer-based techniques and further, to
develop skill in the faculty for "naturally" incorporating
information processing into course deign. Another long
range goal should be to effect real innovation in the
notions of "laboratory courses" and finally, to instill in
graduating students the appreciation that computers
are for far more than "technical algorithm execution."

In more detail, some of the goals are to:

1. Plan, develop and produce computer-based
course material fur ube in undergraduate science
and engineering courses to supplement existing
or newly proposed courses. Course matter
de% ch.ped will utilize a systems approach and
consider Quteri behaviors, terminal objectives,
test and evaluation schema, provisions for re-
vision, and plans for validation in an institu-
tional learner environment.

2. Product documentation, reports, in ograms and
descriptive literature on course matter developed
to include design and instructional strategies,
flow charts and common algorithms.

3. Test course matter developed on selected classes
or groups for the purpose of evaluation, revision
and validation. This is to determine individual
learner characteristics through use of techniques
such as item analysis, and latency response using
interactive languages.

4. Promote and implement an in-depth faculty in-
volvement and competency as to the nature,
application and use of computer-based instruc-
tional languages, course matter and techniques.
Compile, produce and make provisions for mass
distribution of such computer-based materials
as are tested, validated and accepted for use by
other colleges or institutions participating in
similar programs.

In an academic environment the use of time-sharing
computers for education is gradually being incorporated
as a hard-core element, which in time will become so
commonplace a resource for faculty and student use
that it Mil serve as an "educational utility" on an in-
terdisciplinary basis. To achieve a high degree of effec-
tiveness of such systems, the faculty using computer-
based teaching techniques as a supplement to laboratory
type instruction must initially become involved. The
pedagogical objective; of this whole approach are:

9

1. To correct a logistic imbalance: i.e., a condition
marked by the lack of a qualified ilistructor and/
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or the proper equipment and facilitiea to perform
a specific teaching task (or project) bring at a
specific place at a specific time.

2. To provide more information per ileir time so
that, as time passes, the course will leo% idi iu
increasingly in-depth knowledge.

3. To allow new rangt. s of material to be cos Lied
o hen one specifically considers cuncetly
omitted from the curriculum because of student
safety or curriculum facility costs.

4. To increase academic cost effectiveness, because
it is certainly expected that adroit information
processing will free the faculty from many
mundane tasks.

5. To provide both parties with more personal time
and flexibility, because it is anticipated that con-
siderable amounts of time are to be made free
for both student and faculty.

6. To make a computer-based system the key to tee
individualization of mass ilistructin by utilizing
dial-up (utility) techniques.

7. To develop laboratory simulation so that it is

no longer a constriction in the educational pipe-
line because of limited hardware and current
laboratory logistics.

Evaluation criteria

In general, there are two distinct phases to toe ev alua-
tion of instructional modules. The first of these coincides
witU the actual authoring and coding of the maternus,
and the second takt. s place after the program has ad-
vanced to its penultimate stage. These two ty pes of
evaluation can be referred to as 'developmental test-
ing" and ' validation testing," respectively.

Developmental testing

'1 els testing is informal and clinical in nature and
both large, and small segments of the final

l" Tara. The specific objective of this phase of the
di velopriant is to locate and cuirect inadequaties
the module. It is particularly desirable at this poilit of
development to verify the suitability of the criteria
which are provided at the various decision points in
the program. It is also anti ipated that the program':
feedback to the students can be improved by the addi
tion of a greater variety of ri .ponces. Finally, tting
at this stage should help to un.iver anibiguuus or in
complete portions of the inure.- tonal materials.

Relatively few students (about 25) will be required
at this stage of evaluation; however, since this phase

is evolutioilary, the exact number will depend on the
;satire auJ ..xtent of the changes that are to be, and
have been, made. Materials which are rewritten to
unpruse clarity, for example, must be retested on a
small- scale to establish whether an improvement has
in fact been made. A. final form of this program, in-
corporating the revisions based on this preliminary
testing, will be prepared for use by a larger Troup of
students.

Validation testing

The formal evaluation of the programs will occur in
a sectior. (or with a part of a section) of a regularly
scheduled class.

It is assumed that a selection of students can be ob-
tained that is representative of the target population
for w lac!, the materials are designed. One of the follow-
log two methods fur obtaining experimental and con-
trol groups is suggested, depending upon circumstances
existing at the time of the study (i.e., number of fiCe-
Cori, available, whether they are taught by the same
instructor, the willingness of instructor to cooperate,
section size, etc.).

The prsferred method is to arbitrarily designate one
course section experimental and one course section
control with the same instructor teaching both sections.
An assumption here is that the registration procedure
results in a random placement of students in the sec-
tions. The alternrivc method of selecting students
follows. The instructional programs are explained to
the total student group early in the semester, and a
listing of those students who are willing to participate
is obtained. Two samples of approximately equal size
are randomly ,,elected from this list. One sample of
students is then assigned to work with the computer-
assisted instructional facilities and is designated as
the experimental soup.

The criteria used to evaluate the programs are as

1. The extent to which students engage in and/or
attain the behavioral objectises stated for the
program. i'ur tutorial and remedial programs
pre- and post - tests are the instruments for

,curing attainment and will help answer the
question. Does the computer based supplement
aetually teach what it purports to teach? For
expetimeat simulation's, the suecessful comple-
tion of de. program is prima fth.4 evidence that
the student has engaged in the desired behaviors.
Aehievement as measured by the course final
examination.
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Figure 2Test and evaluation schema for overall program

3. Net gain in achievement as determined by pre-
and post - testing with the appropriate stand-
ardized area examination.

4.Changes in student attitudes as measured by
pre- and post-attitude inventories.

The statistical treatment used to evaluate the pro-
grams ill light of the above criteria will be a multiple
linear regression technique equivalent to analysis of
covariance for criteria 2 and 3. The covariables used
will include. (1) A placement exam score (if available);

2i the 'wginning course grade (for students in ad-
%ate (3) sex; (4) SAT scores, high school
t WA .:Ind (5) other pertinent information available
in the various courses. The key elements of the test
and evaluation schema are shown schematically in

Figure 2.

IMPLEMENTATION

Planning is one of the most important aspects of
CBI and when done properly yields what we might
call a "systems approach" to curriculum or course
design. This means not only the setting up of a course

Scholastic Aptitude Test.
"'Grade Point Average.

TABLE 1 C.smcialum lievelopment lteaearch Tasks

Task Type
Title Application

Machine
Element
Design

Aerospace
Structural

Theoroleal
Chemistr)

Analsis

Research
Investigator Department

PrS, 1tes

D. N1M,

Pr$, Sim, Stat,
Res

D,

lk. J.J.A.
Assistant
Professor

Dr.
Assistant
Professor

F.A M.
Professor
k. lt.W K.

Faculty
Associate

NIech. Engr.

Aero. Engr.

Chemistry

sIl, Itsini, Stat Dr. J.L.E. Zoology
Assistant
Prof or

Application Code

and Practice; Graphics; 1G-- Interactive Graphics;
JIM Mathematical .Modeling, Gaming; FYS- Problem Solving;

OLNIE---On Line Monitoring of Experiments; Sim--Simulation;
RsiiiiReal Experiments Plus Simulation; Slat -Statistical Data

Procing: Res Research in Learning Proem.

of instruction by following a comprehensive, orderly

ist of steps, but also a plan fur involving other faculty.
No two curriculum designers will agree as to what.

constitute: the essentials in outlining a course in its
entirety before beginning. However, there are certain
sequential or :ogical steps that can be defined precisely.

These steps have been designated below as the course
Planning "mold" and are based upon actual in-house
experience in planning, developing, testing and evalua-
tion of rour:e matter. Examplmi of this planning as
shown in the entries in Tablm I and 3I are authentic

TABU,' 11 Curriculum Development Iticarch Ta.k Cost

Task Title

Total
Diration Dollar Por-Amuol

01 +1.) (c.st

Computer
Time
Cost

Llernems of 27 $72.440 531.120 $41,320.

Design

AvtaTitee 31 5111.720. 545.920 565.h00.

Structures

TheercticAl .4 $53.150 516.900 $16.250.

Chemistry

Ii:nph} viral i4 511 250 523.600 510.650

Analysts

Not including hardware cost
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awl have liven di rived by liajoesting t ad 1.ti 1'

investigator to fit the approach to 1,.gotlinig 111. stori,
into a "mold.- Descriptit e tma.a . aid for cacti prosper--
ti-,e participating faculty member is shovai in the
following txample, and is organized as fulltms.

I. Trtle
2. Introduction
3. Objectives
4. Project Description
5. Method of Evaluation
I. Impart on the Curriculum
7. l'edagogic:t1 Strategy
S Current or Past Experience
!t. Related Re.earch

1U. Plans for Iii:orniation Interchange
11. Detailed Budget's
12. 'runt. Phasing Diagram
13. .1pplication Cross-Reference ('hart

EXAMPLE OF A PROSPECTIVE AS:it/C*1AM
INVESTIGATOR'S PROPOSAL:

INTERACTIVE DESIGN OF MACHINE
ELEMENT SYSTEMS

In tmluction

Eligniecring design is a .1i-twinned information,
ereata r prove.... The synth! AS of physically fcas,11a
milldams goner:di) foliou, Ulm*. ,, sign decisions baal
on processed available information The structure of
design has been dt fined in the literature
Pro, dor design information in a scientific anal
logical nolo!d is umiortant to the understanding of

eisgLitering, ieNirtti. 10.41 I in'
raft that e.miuttr ugnictitation alight play in the
pr the computa r a la retie% e the ele.
nue, rung d.ago r tho.e aspect- i problem niampa,
latiot ate; r it mirk computatem Oast might utliern Ise
di- tact Min Irian the einitext of his pn,blein. TtIc
ft prniciple here is to have the designer
snaking derision.. not ealculatioes.

Objectives

There are -everal objectives to being able to put a
-union in alt iiateractive situation for the design of

It Ow the entir-er. hted In TAO% - I mid

II a. i're4'?I' , a,'t a Penn.!! of the coronation! minor win, ta a.
Alss its% Ihapett

ri)ple fur in ins 11. I2_ and 13 eau be 0141.8itioi fruul tha
.orm tar stem 11 al. particular gne2. the .1t

. .-sari in urne a project". 1.tiartled dollar

loa, funs 1 I, oil it Cho of the primary goals. is to allotv
t o41, 144 , a , 1 !wahine element systems instead

of the ti.olitpoial approach of the machine elements.
Tile obit t t of thi: is to shotv the interplay of the

fla.a.t4olis and :tresses due to imposed forces on
machine ehaneitt .systeni Another objective is to
alhAi di-trilmt ions to b4 attributed to parameters of
systems normaity considered as discrete. Latest in the
series of engineering texts are those that consider
probableale appreaches to design. Finally in the
dt sigr. res. by definition. :1 tasi, performed at one
a :44.t ,a tataa' doe. nut Ova. t.o. ob.erver of a designer

y !rued ta anon' %% fiat thla dsigner's next task
might be. Renee. it is most important to construct an
en -Inman in that will allots the student to "tneander"
tbrout,:. possibilities of alterations of a

alintillii III a design pi oblem that might,
nib Ke it .11b.caiently fe.able solution. Another ob-
jective of train; Ali interactive system is it, considera-
tion mu mesa'arity .cquential in an algorithmic SCIllie

a 1m be -4.14, ...a, for the student's tonsiderati . That
as, ht ran runsider ,ystm reliability, system structural
integrity, and system economics simultruteously and

tirsagji ai a isii.n. based on any one of those
finid.tmental ronsalerations.

Pro3,et deseript i

'no+ 4.0 I hat ill% ez, Iii, Ililegfatioll tat° a conven-
ts...II ! 4., one air mot It iet.t e CRT displays.
Flat I' ,.,1,t,-, iginent.itini. thetradi-
trona1 ni engn.r. a no.; element *sterns design

ril1 1.) ..atisfy the loads of the under-
gratinan lit a b,, ust41111 Iil,e ta, .h able tAl ;Tuttle-

,ita.I ' tlr.la reale.tir e !quoit systems than
te.n is I.,e,a,Ltn a' ti pos.ible. The fa 'Honing specific

1e-lot,: fun, wt.. the r011litilief-III:LSd ):z1fIll are
sAi a'sia .1 Ill :L....sit ACC'S laXtl:OiOn to
Lilt. -tOd. lit 1111111 Its/I:II eapabllltle

alif

It fa it:on -forage and rtrieval The system
inn-I tie ale, to ace...pt. store, recall, and present

!,1:1,1 of information relevant to the de-
r i or example, material properties, al-

g taw analyzing physical elements, CUM-
tr-1,0ia I etc.

teinttige The system must be
able to niterart it!, (I e designer conveniently

ti,;11 i... iii eanivey inform:moll stIth a muu-
muu' 4 I. t*Re4 t armation ?lie operation
of the .y.tni

3 Tlw system
n, 4-1 be able to act on the information pre-
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rented, analyze it, and present concise results
to the designer.

4.- Teaching arid Guidance Capabilities The sys-
tem must provide the student designer with in-
formation necessary to enable him to use the
system and also to tutor him in the context of
his problems.

5. Easy AvailabilityThe system should be avail-
able to the student user and adaptable to his
modifications.

In essence this project can be described as the design
and implementation of a computer-based reactive
element design system which would be as integral a
part of a teaching envirpmnent as the blackboard,
doors and windoa,c, Further, in this project the amount
of additional material in terms of reliability, value
analysis, noise control and other modern engineering
concepts that can be integrated into the standard
curriculum can be conveyed more effectiaely awl to a
deeper degree.

Method of evaluation

The effectiveness of this me! hod will he evaluated
by presenting the students with more comprehensive
design problems at the end of the semester. Several
observations would be made. First, they tvould be
able to take into account more readily the interaction
between systems elements in a mechanical network.
They should nut require: as many approximation with
re -pect to fatigue life, method of lubricating bearing',
etc.

In met on the curriculum

effect on the curricidarn will be as follows. The
leekawal Engineering Department at The Univer-

-.N Teas has what is known as 'block" options.
It, way. a student in his upper-class years may select
,all particular concentrated area of study. Part of the
material that he now receives in one of his block courses
3n6N could he moved back to his senior design course
366K. The effect.: on the curriculum should be' to free,
for additional material, one-half semester of a three-
hour course at the senior undergraduate level for those
majoring in design

Pedagogical strategy

The strategy of the course at present is the solution
of authentic design problems solicited from industry.

However, all analysis techniques are currently con-
fined to paper and pencil with computer algorithms
where practical The Ikea strategy will add the ability
to ,inalyze systems net w (irks on an inter-
active ,creep and hairy an opportiity to manipulate
many possible ideas (both changes in topology and
changes in parameters) per unit time.

Current or past experience

The investigator has spent several years on the de-
velopment of interactive gi ;whit- machine design
systems both in industry and in academic institutions.
Further, the investigator has been teaching the design
of machine eleinent systems since 1963 and prior to
that. l :awed design of machine element. systemssince

1958.

Related research

Professor Frank Westervelt at the University of
Michigan is currently conducting research in the area
of interactive graphic design. His major emphasis is

on the design of the executive systems behinds interac-

tive computer graphic systems. Di. llilton Chace also

at the Unnersity of Michigan uses sonw software gen-

erated by Di. Westerveit's grout,. lb. concentration is

on using Lagrange's method to describe dynamic
systems and be able to manipulate the problem's

hardware configurations on the screen. Professor

Daniel Roos of the 'ALIT Urban Sy steins Laboratory is

now putting a graphic hunt end olt his ICES, system.
Professor Gear at the University of Illinois has a system
running on a 3U/360-07 system and his primary in-
terest there is to wot k w ith people who are manipu-
lating electrical net Nvtirl, topologic. :tin! doing network
analysis. Professor Garrett at Pohlue University is

using graphic terminal acce.-1 to his university's corn-,
pnter for performing a series of anaiy.es nn mechanical

engineering components.
The unique aspect of the work that is envisioned

here, as opposed to all above mentioned relative works,

is primarily that it will be an instructional tool. That is

the computer is recognized as au analysis tool, a
teacher, and an information storage :end retrieval

device.
With respect to each of the above, there are two

connotations, With respect to analysis, the computer
will perform analysis in its traditional sense of en-
gineering computation and it will also analyze the
topology of mechanical systems as drawn on the screen
such that the t xcess information between the designer

and the compute' will be reduced. Concerning teaching,
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the computer wall nor rith, the stud( ut aot only
teneli hint 11011 to u e the system, but also in anotlici
sense it will help him learn about licA l,ruhlt in', context
by techniques such as unit matchingi old unit comt r-
shin and checking topological continuity beft,r1 allow
ing'engincering computations. With respect to info' ma-
tion storage and retrieval, traditional parameters such
its material yield strengths and physical propert.cs of
fluids will be available.

Another concept in interacti',e design will be de-
veloped when the system can work with the student
and help him optimize apparently iontinuous ti iu-
tuade up of objects such as bearings that only come in
discrete quantities, fur instance I g hit h incieliiem bort s,
Pte.

Plans for information interchange

Information interchange. of course, has two mean-
ings: (1) how to get information front other seitiods to
the University of Texas, and (2) how to disseminate
the results of my research to other interested partm:.
It is the responsibility of the principal investigator to
insure that information from professional society
meetings, personal visits to other campuses, research
reports, published articles, personal eon, imuication,
and -editorial columns" in both re, ionid and national
newsletters of societies such IEEE, SID,
SCI, ACM. and others are disseminated to hi- ri:earch
associates.

Further. it is the researcher's responsibility to gen-
erate research reports, published articles, take the ri-
spongbilit,' for keeping lot, latest information at.

"news items." attend meetings, w rite personal
letter: to other people in the livid who are interesred
to held keep them abreast of lass current research
activity

EXP1.111 EWES TO DATE

( 'mph, d projects

During the academic year 1968 -69 two pilot ;Projects
were conducted on the use of .111plIter-h.tstbd tt't
Milne:, 111 the instruction of undergraduate chemistry.
fifteen curriculum modules were writtoi for the Gen-
eral Chemistry project and eight for Organic Chemistry.
In each Instance the modules ovcred subject , typical
of thematerial found in the first semester of each course.
Each module was "debugged" and polished by cAt en-
sive use of student volunteers prior to use in the pilot
studies. In each study, the modules were used to supple-
ment one section of the respeeth c courses under con-

ltolletl ooditioos, Result, aunt this taxisseniester
stuily on ioutp'Ica- h,tsctl application, in organic
(la ini,try tialiatA high &wet of effeeta$ floss, .rot
only was the ,study effective in terms of student :wore
performane. but also in terms of outstandingly
asorabit attitudes towards eumputer-based instruction

by student, and profesmirs.
Concurrently, faculty members of the College of

Engineering have also conducted various courses using
computer-based techniques. Dr. C. If. Roth of the
Eleet;ical Engineering Department has developed a
ton.puter-assisted instructional systi m that sim/ulates

phymcal N.S.;iii and provides computcr-generated
iiynairlic graphic displays of the system variable:0 An
SAS 930 computer with a display scope is used for this
project. The principal means of presenting material to
the itudents is via means of visual displays on the
computer output scope. A modified tape recorder pro-
vides audio messages to the student while he watches
the scope displays. A flexible instructional logic enables
the presentation of visual and audio material to the
student and allows him to perform simulated experi-
ments, to answer (1110'sfi011,: (halied on the 0100111e of
t hose exiierillient,j and provides fai Iranehirtg anal help
sv(luv' requited Instructional progiamming is
done in 1()ItTRAN to facilitate an interchange of
programs w it it other schools.

Dr. II. F. Rase et al.,to of the Chemical Engineering
Department has «leveloped a visual ibteractive dis-
play for teaching process design using simulation tech-
niques to calculate rates of reaction, temperature pro-

' files and mi..tcrial balance in fixed bed catalytic reactors.
other eoinputer-based instructional programs de-

velop, it include sulaliu nsolules in petroleum engineer-
Iftg 313i mach. Weal engineering. In each instance, the
curl ieuhnn nitshiles .ire used tai supplentent one or more
seetto.,:s -f Ionic)] rouses. In several instances it is
pos,,'ile to no :1.,tire the course effectiveness against a
"control- poop ('our: e modules gewrally contain
sintulau, ti ,xpoi orient,. analysis techniqucs using con-j
pu t r gtaphies and some tutorial material.

The general objeetives for all of the aftuementioned
qtothes ;*le as follows:

.14

1. ri r ter th( students 311 opportunity to have
soot, sited labt,r atm y expel ietices which would
ot.lerAisc be pedagogically in 'possible.

2. To 1,i lf ide t he students with supplemental
nuts hal ;It awn.s which experience has shown to
la dill 4tilt for many students.

3 'c, proved, a :A tting in which the student is al-
low, to eto a joh that proles ional, (lo; i.e.,
toll rt, liqueipulati and interpret data.

-I. To gist, the -tudent the feeling that a real, con-
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cerned personality has been "eaptuted in the
computer to itssist

5, To individualize the student einpulet into
Iirtions as intiell tu: possible by show wig the

student to pace, hitimell.
6. To give the student it oe-to-one situation 10

which lie can receive study aid.

Present state of computer -based horning systeniN

Curriculum development in engineering ain the

seiencei, i. being aceomplished wtthia the Univer.it;
of Texas through the Cop-tt:dam Center ('DC-6600
system using conversational roitTRAN within the
RK'VONI) time-shariog system. Also, small satellite
pre- post-processor:, welt NOVA, a SIGMA 5 and
an SDS-930 are finked to the CDC 6600. Of special
significance is the Southwest Regional Con Inter Net-
work (SRCN) which is now in the early ,tales of Use
and is built around the CD0-6600. Some eight inra
state colleges and universities are lit ked Workshop

trier orientation session, are still undo way con-
current with curriculum development. The integration
of course matter fur this network will be accomplished
during the next two to three years A diseusston of the
factors involved in curriculum software development
and some evaluation aspects follows

Cost faders and niontgement ebnsoh Nitwit

11 Iasi developing an account log system for examining
the cost of generating software for teat-hint_ otie teadily
realize- the t there is tie- trad:fi tai riding and tbs.
subsequent assmblt awl Ikting flov.et er, beeau,e

_aademie in'tutit:on" frequently lisle this elan 01

eadeatiir toti(t -d front -talk' s, a nest step e
very frequently are iti-tailat 'it the terminals
or the t.ti d processor have not been "on board" prior
to ti, iti.in or tilt research) ()rice the hardware is
ivat however. on-fu.e- it hogging can take place

and the fisi course itelatiou can Levi The next step
i- the first eoill -.e levi-ion in which the material is te-
m ritten. possibly le,truetured. to take :oh swage of
ex/wit/aes on the first pass Then. the second course

iteration is performed and finally the second course
revision

The estimates for coding. a.ssenibly, listing. and
debug rime, etc are a function of

1. the computer operating system and its con-
straints.

2. the coding proficiency of the professionals tn-
volved.

3. the way m which the computer is supposed to
manliest itself, that is:
a a, a sunulatom device in parallel with the

real experiment,
h. as purely a simulation device,
c. as a base for computer-augmented design,

d. for data acquisition,
e. for computer-bused quizzes,
f. for computer-based tutorial and drill,
g. or filially, for computation.

4. the degree of reaction required, that is in the
physiological 8C11:10, how the computer must
interact for the user's latent response.

5. the extent of the data base required and the
data structure required to allow one to manipu-
late that data base.

lire primary considerations are orgionzation and'
control. In this work the organization consists of the
following. At each college there is a project coordinator

who is the tine supervisor for the secretarial services,

programming services, and technical implementation

service', and who acts as the coordinator for

consultants.
At the University level there exist~ it review panel,

composed of members. of the representative colleges
and several people from other areas such as educational

psychology and etinqiutitis, which evaluates the works

that have been conducted in any six-month period and

also evaltiNtes the request. for continuation of funds to
continue a imiject to its duration. The actual fiscal

control of c Leh iirojeet is with the project, coordinator
of that ',suicidal college. Also, the purchase Of equip-

metit k coot (hosted at the college level

The content :. expressed above is basically a two-

,top control. b;-atomal project review, plus a budget -

uy is accomplished by an impartial review
panel. Their iimetio is to act as a cheek on the con-

text of tin material presented and to recommend con-

tinuance of particular research tasks, As a further step,

this resent h is coottlinated in all colleges by the Re-
seoreh ( (.11;er for 'tirriculmn Development in Sciences

and Mat hems t ies.

SUMMARY

Dissentinatlee ofinformation

Dissemination of information is planned through (1)

docuinentation of publications in the form of articles,

reports or letters, (2) symposia to be held which cover

procedures and fundamentals for developing curriculum
in CBI and (3) furnishing of completed packages of

1.3
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coarse matter lilt emoputer tapes, emits ni disks to
other Nilleges or Institut:mei deem tug, and able to use,
that material. Wale publicity will be given completed
course matter through such agencies as ERIC, ENTE-
LEK and EDUCONI. The provision for continuing
periodic inputs to the above agencies will provide for
current availability of curriculum materials.

Future outlook

The future outlook for time-sharing in computer-
based educational systems is extremely bright with
respect to hardware development. The advent of the
marketing of newer trim-eomputei models selling for
five to ten thousand dollarssome complete with a
hinted amount of software- is already changing the
_laboratory scene., The- configuration of (Meet-connect
terminals. with the inherent advantage of installation
within one building. further enhances the use of this
type of system by eliminating the high expense of data
lines and telephones.

Software in the form of a powerful CBI language for
the sciences and engineermg designed specifically for

minicomputers is perhaps one of the most important
needs. Rapid progress has been made in developing a
low cost ternunal using plasma display or photochronne
technology hoe eve' . the promise of a low cost terminal
has yet to be realized.

A small college. high school or other laStitUti011 may
be able to afford a small time-sharing computer system
«ith ten terminals that could meet its academie needs

for less than $30.0410: however, still lacking is the vast
al11011ht n1 :111 f Ca 1 I lea Iota Hatt ter. Educators
CBI are In the same position as a librarian who has a
beautiful building eontaming a vest array of shelves
but few books to meet aeildelme needs of students or
faculty Tin, ta-k of urrieolum development parallel:,

the al, :ye situation and must be undertaken in much
the .eine inan111.1 as any othei permanent educational
rr -,user,

Educational hroilib,

Benefits that result from imi,lementing this type
plan are a function of the synergistic interplay of 1)

personnel with at the appheat ion of computer-
based techniques. c.2) computer hard vi are including in-
ter:alive terminal capability. (3) faculty-developed
curriculum materials; and (4) the common information
base into which the entire research program can be
embedded.

The program can provide students with a learning

resource t II:it sei yes Many purpos(is That is, the com-
puter ran be the base of a utility from which the user
Call readily extract only that which he needs, be it
computation, data acquisition, laboratory simulation;
remedial re% icy, or examination administration. At all

times the computer can simultaneously serve as an
educator's data collection device to monitor student in-
teraction. This modularized dial-up eapabiiity can give
the students an extremely flexible access to many
time-effective interfaces to knowledge.

Administrative benefit,'

When this type project has been completed, all users
may have access to the results. This unified approach
can yield modules of information on cost accounting
which can be used as a yardstick by the University.

Further, this type project insures that data-yielding
performance is of a consistently high quality, and that
regardless of the subject matter on any research task
the depth of pedagogical quality is relatively uniform.

The subject matter developed can serve as the
basis for conducting experiments in teaching and con-
tinuing curricular reform. Indeed, the association of

faculty in diverse disciplines can serve as a catalyst for
curricular innovations in the course of preparing ma-
terials for computer-based teaching techniques.

The instructional efforts described here can serve us
the basis for displaying the unity of science and en-
gineering to the undergraduate student in an indirect
way. For example, if a student is taking a set of sciefietz
courses in a particular sequence because it is assumed
each course contributes to an unde:.,tanding of the
next one, it is possible to use progrinus developed in'
one course for review of remedial work in the next
higher course, Tims, an instructor in biology can as-
sume a certain level of competence in chemistry with-
out having to review the important points in the latter
area. Should some students be dencient in those as-
pects of chemistry that are important to the biology
course, the instructor can assign the suitable material
that had been developed for practice and drill fa? the
preceding chemithr course. With a little imagination,

71the instructional systei can make a significant'impact
on the student by giviag him a unified view of science
or engineering. It is poOsible to develop both a vertical
and horizontal structure for common courses which

can be used on an int rdisciplinry basis for integration
in the basic core eurr cilium in the various departments
where computer-based techniques are used. The re-
vision problem of inserting new and deleting old ma-
terial in such a system is considerably simplified for

all concerned.
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There is a vast, largely unexplored area of applica-
tions. As time-sharing methods become more wide-
sprad, terminal hardwire becomes less complex, and
teleprocessing techniques are improved, the potential
usefulness of computers in the educational process will
increase. With the technolou and hardware already
in existence, it is possible to build a computer network
linking industries and universities. Such a network

_would (1) allow scientists and engineers in industry to
explore advanced curriculum materials, (2) allow those
who have become 'technically obsolete to have access
to current, specifically prepared curriculum materials,
training aids and diagnostic materials, (3) allow local
curriculum development as well as the ability to utilize
curriculum materials developed at the university, (4)
allow engineers to continue their education, (5) provide
administrators with an efficient and time-saving method
of scheduling employees and handling other data proc-
essing chores such as inventories, attendance records,
etc., and (6) provide industrial persciimel with easily
obtainable and current student records to aid in giving
the student pertinent and helpful counseling and
guidance.

Although complaints have been voiced that com-
puter-based techniques involve the dehumanization of
teaching, we argue to the contrarythe judicious use
of these methods will individualize instruction for the
student, help provide the student with pertinent
guidance based upon current diagnostic materials and
other data, and allow instructors to be teachers.
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